
Tiddler
Literacy 
resources



Who is the 
author?

Who is the 
illustrator?

What is the 
title?

Do you like the 
front cover?

Talking 
and 

listening



Prior Knowledge

Look at the animals 
on the front cover.
Can you make a list 
of all the sea 
creatures you 
know?



Click below to 
listen to the story
https://www.youtu
be.com/watch?v=qc
TQADUywZY

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m000fzt0/cbeebies-bedtime-stories-743-dermot-oleary-charlie-cooks-favourite-book
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qcTQADUywZY


Questions
• Literal questions - the answer can be 

found in the text.

• Inferential questions - there are clues 
in the text and you have to prove your 
answer.

• Evaluative questions - there are no real 
right or wrong answers, these answers 
are opinion-based and can be discussed.



Name two of Tiddler’s 
classmates. 

Why did the classmates not 
believe Tiddler’s stories?

What other excuse could you 
think of for why Tiddler is late 
for school?



Were the classmates worried 
about Tiddler? Explain your 
answer.

Why did Tiddler not hear 
the fishing boat coming?

Tiddler was lost in the ocean. 
Have you ever been lost? How 
did you feel?



Sentences
Make 3 sentences about Tiddler using the grid 
on the next slide. Pick one word or phrase from 

each column.



• into the classroom at nine o’clock on a 
Tuesday.              

• amongst the slippery seaweed. 

• through the deep, dark ocean. 

• past the superb starfish.      

• underneath the lazy lobster.

• together with the other strange sea 
creatures. 

• and saw some flying fish when he 
looked up.

slowly

quickly

rapidly

elegantly 

silently 

anxiously 

aggressively 

quietly 

swooped 

swam

glided

entered

floated 

moved

sneaked 

shivered

fishThe

lying 

miniature

sneaky

dinky

tiny

little

smallest 

story-telling 



Draw 3 fish and write or draw what happened in the 
beginning, middle and end of the story.

At the beginning 
of the story,

In the middle of 
the story,

At the end of 
the story,



Reading into writing

Look at this clip about 
sharks
https://www.youtube.com/w
atch?v=_AxeR2f1AyQ

Or use the Shark facts on 
the next page to help you.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_AxeR2f1AyQ




Success criteria
- No ‘I’ or ‘we’
- Labelled diagrams or 
pictures

-Important facts

LI: to write a fact 
file about sharks.

Shark Fact File



Additional 
Ideas

Paint your favourite sea creature or paint an 
under the sea scene.

Water tray or basin filled with sea animals.

Use chalk to make fish or sea creature drawings 
outside.

Junk modelling- make a boat using an empty 
tub.

Watch Life under the ocean on CBBC 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/watch/p0159165

https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbbc/watch/p0159165

